1. General formulation. We shall discuss in this paper the restoration of images from observations under the assumption that the distortions are caused by random elastic fields of a given type. The pure (undistorted) images are taken to be points lying on straight lines. Let these points have coordinates z = (x, y) e R2, and let them be taken into the deformed images by the transformation z-> z + w (z) or (x, y)-> (x, y) + [u(x, >■), v(x, >')]
where the displacements u(x, y), v(x, y) satisfy Navier's equations for elastic deformations i.e. X(x, y) and Y(x, y) represent the components of the body forces per unit volume. We shall regard K = (X, 7) as a vector-valued, two-dimensional stochastic process (i.e., the process has two components and each is a random function of two space-coordinates; see [1, p. 209, 2, Ch. 3] . The spectral representation of such a process is as follows:
expO'^x + k2 y)) dZ.{ku /2),
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where X = (A1( A2) are points in wave-number space. Zx(X) and Zj,(>.) are components of a vector-valued, two-dimensional spectral process, which is a doubly orthogonal process in and A2 (i.e., a process of independent increments), with the properties:
i.e., there are no contributions to either of E< dZx(h, A2) dZx{Xi, *2) dZiAi, A2) rfzii;, A'2) except along = A,, 12 = X'2. We shall assume the processes X and Y to be two-dimensional stationary processes (or 'spatially homogeneous'); that is, their covariance functions have the properties px(z, v) = E{X(x, y)X(x + t, y + v)}, py(z, v) = E{Y(x, y)Y{x + z, y + v)}, p
Let r = (t, v). By a theorem of Cramer, these covariances can be represented in terms of spectral distribution functions:
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where dFJX) = E\dZJX)\2, dFJX) = E\dZJX)\2, and
We define the covariance matrix of the force process K = (X, Y) by
\Pyx(*> V) py(r, V) J
We now represent the random displacements u(x, y), v(x, y) analogously through their spectral processes ZU(X), ZV(X):
These spectral processes will also be orthogonal, and we can define the covariance matrix of the displacements as r*. *-("*'* us
The displacement covariances thus have the following representation:
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The orthogonality of the displacement spectral process is expressed by
We now transform the Navier equations into the spectral domain by substituting (5) and (11) into (3) to get (a^.f + a2 + c) dZu(X) + a3 kxk2 dZ"(X) = dZJX), (axAf + a2Aj + c) dZv(X) + a3 kxk2 dZu(X) = dZy(X) 
where Zw is the displacement vector spectral process and Zy is the force vector spectral We now assume the covariance function of the force field to be pjr)
From (9) and (16) we thus get the relationship between the spectral density matrices of the displacement and force processes to be dFJX) dFJX)\ ",_2« J dFJX) dFJX) ap n\ AV n W = M" H AF n\ Av n| (24) dF"u(*.) dFJX) J \dFyJX) dFJX) and with assumption (22)-which is equivalent to assuming the force spectral process Z/(>.) = (ZJX), ZJX)) where each of Zx and Zy, independent of each other, are derivatives of the Wiener process-we get the spectral density matrix of the velocity field as
where M~2(l) is given by (21).
We shall now discuss image restoration when the pure image consists of a single generator, viz. a single straight line.
In Eq. (1) we denoted points on the pure (undeformed) image by z = (x, y) and points on the deformed (observed) image by£ = z + w = (x + u(x, y), y + v(x, >>))• The spectral density matrix of the displacements u(x, y), v(x, y) was given by (25).
2. Single straight line generator. Let us assume that the straight line goes from P(Pi, Pi) to <2(01 + nji3, p2 + nP*) and that we observe n + 1 points which lie in the undeformed image on that straight line, point 0 on P and point n on Q, equidistantly (see Fig. 1 ). The coordinates of the deformed image will be written C, = x, + u, = + tp3 + u,,
r,t = yt + Vt = 0 2 + tP 4 + vt,
with Eu, = Ev, = 0. Let p = (f}lt p2, Pi, Pa)t be the vector of regression coefficients. We want to estimate it and find the asymptotic properties of the estimator when the deformations are such as postulated and when n-> oo: 
We are interested in the least-squares estimator of the regression coefficients and investigate its asymptotic covariance properties. This estimator is known to be /c°\ Ci 
say.
We had, in general (see Eq. (14) 
| ao-^dnz. 
We now have to investigate whether our matrix spectral density
can be approximated by a matrix-valued polynomial; that is, whether for any e > 0 we can find d x d matrices gu(n) and gt(n), whose entries are trigonometric polynomials, such that Using (54) we see that the left side is equal to wTlgu(n) ~ 9+(n)]w + <5||w||2.
The first term may be negative but its absolute value is bounded by (Schwarz' inequality)^1 d\\v\\2.
(61)
Hence, if we make t] = 3/d it follows that (61) is nonnegative so that 9u(v) > g(P-) for all X.
We construct g, from below similarly.
It is clear that
Wdu -9i\\ ^ II9u -a\\ + II9 -9i\\ ^ 2(3 + ij) = 23^1 + ŵ hich can be made arbitrarily small by making 3 small enough.
In accordance with this result, we now replace the matrix-valued function 
These expressions for fu(0~ V), /"(0_1n) and fuv(0~ V) must now be integrated with respect to n2 from -oo to + oo to obtain gu(ni), gv(Hi) and guv(fii). This can, in principle, be done by noting that The analysis of images of points arising from several generators proceeds in an analogous manner to that presented in the previous section for a single generator. We can, however, distinguish two classes of problems here: those in which a regularity constraint is superimposed on the images, and those where there is no such constraint. We shall briefly look at the situation where we have two generators and the regularity constraint consists of the assumption of a common end point. One would expect that the imposition of a regularity constraint will, in some norm, result in a smaller covariance matrix of the estimated regression coefficients than the absence of such a constraint.
Case (i): Regularity constraint. Let there again be (n + 1) points on each generator (as there were in Sec. 2) (Fig. 2) . Let t = 0,1,2, ..., n; before deformation, these points have the coordinates *!lf = Pi + tWl "(!)_« , ,«<!>( generator (1), yl1' = 02 + tp.
The deformed image will be described by Case (ii): Let us now turn to the situation when there is no regularity constraint (Fig. 3) . Let again t = 0, 1, 2,..., n; before deformation, the points on the generators will now have coordinates l) = W + tW The deformed image will now be again described by Eqs. (76), and Eqs. (75) will be the same except that is replaced by /fy1' and f$2 by in the first 2n + 2 equations, and by /?(2) and /?(22), respectively, in the second 2n + 2 equations. The computation of M, and thus of /?* = C 'MC proceeds in an analogous manner to the earlier cases.
